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 “NO NEED TO SCRAP RS 500, RS 1000 NOTES AND REPRINT THEM AS COMMON MAN USES 

PHISICAL MONEY AND BLAK MONEY HOLDER MAY USE BITCOIN  

 

By : M.S.Yatnatti Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru : Modi Government may end up troubling common man as physical money is used by common man and big black marketers may use virtual currency  bit 

coin to avoid the taxes as reported by few experts. Many countries have no income tax laws and they are growing more than India..Reportedly Bitcoin was launched in 2009 as an alternative to fiat currencies by an 

unknown computer scientist using the pseudonym Satoshi Nakamoto (n.d.). Bitcoins are not printed like fiat money, but instead are “mined” using computing power in a distributed global network of volunteer 

software developers. At its core, Bitcoin is nothing more than a digital file that lists every transaction that has ever happened in the network in its version of a general ledger called the “block chain.” Bitcoin is the 

first example of a growing category of money known as cryptocurrency in which open-source software solves complex mathematical calculations to mine more Bitcoins (Coin Desk 2013a). These “miners” make the 

Bitcoin network function by validating transactions and thereby creating new Bitcoins. This occurs when the Bitcoin network collects all the transactions made during a set period of time (usually every 10 minutes) 

into a list called a “block.” Miners confirm these blocks of transactions and write them into the block chain by competing against each other to solve mathematical calculations. Every time a miner’s system finds a 

solution that validates a block of transactions, that miner is awarded 25 Bitcoins (Coin Desk 2013b). Every four years, this reward is halved so that the total number of Bitcoins will never exceed 21 million. The block 

chain is a shared public ledger on which the entire Bitcoin network relies. All confirmed transactions are included in the block chain. This way, Bitcoin wallets can calculate their spendable balance and new transactions can be 
verified to be spending bitcoins that are actually owned by the spender. The integrity and the chronological order of the block chain are enforced with cryptography. A transaction is a transfer of value between Bitcoin wallets 

that gets included in the block chain. Bitcoin wallets keep a secret piece of data called a private key or seed, which is used to sign transactions, providing a mathematical proof that they have come from the owner of the wallet. 

The signature also prevents the transaction from being altered by anybody once it has been issued. All transactions are broadcast between users and usually begin to be confirmed by the network in the following 10 minutes, 
through a process called mining. 

Abolition of Income Tax is master stroke and surgical strike and not  banning Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 notes .The countries which do not have income tax have no black money. They only tax service tax or tax on 

products sale. Indian Government taxes sale taxes services taxes income and taxing everywhere is problematic to citizens. Citizens of India are demanding abolition of Income Tax to increase savings rate and help 

economic growth and this will end the black money . If Prime minister does attack black money holder alone it can be called as surgical strike .But he is suspecting every citizen of India as black money holder and 

ask them to prove that they do not have black money is not surgical strike it is strike on the every faithful citizen and it is murder f faith of people .It unethical war on its own citizens .  If someone uses knife to kill 

someone you can punish the culprit but Government have no right to ban the knife itself. If someone has black money you punish such individuals and not all good citizens. And this has come as a surprise to 

everybody. The citizens, the nation and even within most of the government!”.Ultimately this fails to combat corruption and black money as it just exchange and re-print the same money. The most important fact, 

however, is that the share of large-value notes has only been increasing over the years. While some of this is no doubt due to the natural growth expansion of our economy, On the other hand, what needs to be noted 

is that there’s no good estimate for how much of India’s black money is in forms other than currency/physical notes such as gold, jewellery, land or any other form of wealth. Therefore, while banning Rs 500 and Rs 

1,000 notes will tackle the black money that is in the form of hard cold cash, it won’t affect other forms of black money. On similar lines, this move will, obviously, have little effect on black money stashed away in 

foreign tax havens. Government wants to eliminate black money by scrapping the currency notes and but by re-printing them it is not gaining anything .As reportedly people have smart accountants in India who 

have expertise to guide citizens to get the black money in white and white in  black legally .Reportedly one accountant made 1000 fake company and they invested in real company of several thousand crore and made 

that single company have real white money and it is reportedly headed by a big politician and then question of getting black money out remains a big question. This, however, brings us to the larger question: Why do 

we need a Rs 2,000 note and a new Rs 500 note if the move is to abolish combat corruption and black money as these large-value notes were being used to finance corruption and fund terrorism and move towards a 

cashless society? 

Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday announced that Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 rupee banknotes would be withdrawn from circulation at midnight to crack down on rampant corruption and counterfeit currency. From 

November 10 till December 30 you can deposit the old notes at your nearest bank or post office accounts without any limit. RBI will issue new currency notes of Rs 500 and 2000 from November 10 onwards. These 

notes will have new design. Few experts state that this scheme of scrapping and re-printing the notes will only add expenditure to government but this will not eliminate black money.As previous government also did 

the same things .But no tangiblr results.UPA Government did exchange pre-2005 currency notes, including those of Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 denominations, at banks and the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has asked the 

public to deposit the old design notes in their bank accounts or exchange them at a bank branch convenient to them during UPA Government . It is easy to identify pre-2005 notes. The currency notes issued before 

2005 do not have the year of printing on the reverse side. In notes issued post 2005, the year of printing is visible at the bottom on the reverse.The rationale behind the move to withdraw banknotes printed prior to 

2005 is to remove them from the market because they have fewer security features compared with banknotes printed after 2005, RBI said.It is standard international practice to withdraw old series notes.Post-2005 

notes have added security features and help in curbing the menace of fake currency.Over 164 crore pre-2005 currency notes of various denominations, including of Rs 1,000 were shredded in regional offices of 

Reserve Bank in 13-month period ending January.The face value of the shredded currency notes was around Rs 21,750 crore. As per the details given in Parliament in March, 86.87 crore pieces of Rs 100, 56.19 crore 

pieces of Rs 500 and 21.75 crore pieces of Rs 1,000 were shredded. 

Reportedly Since black money can’t be used for buying financial assets, the same is used for purchasing mostly real estate and gold. Since more than 80% of money in circulation are through Rs 500 and Rs 1,000 

notes, the best solution to this problem is the withdrawal of these notes from circulation. How will it benefit? First, withdrawal of Rs 500 and Rs 1000 rupee notes will result in immediate unearthing of black money. 

This is because people who are hoarding black cash currency will be forced to come to banking system for converting. Second, withdrawal of high denomination notes will help to reduce black money generation in 

future. This is because it will become difficult to deal in cash, especially for large deals that runs into crores. Smuggling of Indian currency outside also become really difficult. This is very important for our national 

security also because terror outfits usually use smuggling and black money route for financing. Major economies have already started taking steps in this direction. 

Government can direct cash transfers to accounts of citizens as a game-changer as UPA did: Total computerization and ERP adoption and online government is first step towards making a 

Corruption-Free Government and Governance . One area where government should concentrate is bringing about systemic changes and automation, which would help in minimizing 

corruption if not eliminate it. For example computerization and automation of railway ticketing has virtually eliminated touts and reduced to a large extent corruption. But there are several 

other areas in railways where corruption is rampant like contracts, catering, procurement, scrap disposal and so on, which are not yet fully transparent. Smart cards in metros have virtually 

eliminated ticketless travel. Likewise digitalization, a pet subject of Modi, will minimize corruption in movement of files, tenders and so on as it would introduce tran Reportedly Kala Dhan is 

created by the people who do not pay tax for their earnings and eventually it take birth in India and grow in India. So question of bringing it from outside does not arise and it is alleged that 

balk money exists in all part of the world. .In India, Black money refers to funds earned on the black market, on which income and other taxes have not been paid. The total amount of black 

money created in corruption deals is unlimited and quantum is unknown. Effective and credible deterrence is necessary in combination with reforms, transparency, simple processes, 

elimination of bureaucracy and discretionary regulations. Credible deterrence needs to be cost effective, claims the report. Such deterrence to black money can be achieved by information 

technology (integration of databases), integration of systems and compliance departments of the Indian government, direct tax administration, adding data mining capabilities, and improving 

prosecution processes. Time is ripe for political parties taking sincere approach on such issues. The irony is that the politicians and their crony capitalists have the bulk of the black money 

which they liberally use during the elections when the Election Commission and other bodies remain helpless. The elections in the country have down-graded to battle of money-muscle power. 

 

Reportedly the money that is siphoned off in scams is no doubt large but the money made in petty corruption is not smaller though they are not stashed abroad. The money made through corruption starting from 

driving licence, MNREGS, PDS system, subsidies, public procurement, bribing lower staff to push files, paying money to taxmen for getting their returns scrutinized and securing genuine refunds, real estate 

registration, bribing the cops for traffic and other violations and so on hit hard the common man most and stunts economic development. The parallel economy, which could be as much as 50 per cent of GDP 

contributes greatly to inflation, delay in decision making and at times stalls development activities because some vested groups are not able to make money. 

 

Reportedly Corruption in India is a major issue that adversely affects its economy. A study conducted by Transparency International in year 2005 found that more than 62% of Indians had firsthand experience of 

paying bribes or influence peddling to get jobs done in public offices successfully.In its study conducted in year 2008, Transparency International reports about 40% of Indians had firsthand experience of paying 

bribes or using a contact to get a job done in public office.In 2015, India was ranked 76th out of 175 countries in Transparency International's Corruption Perceptions Index, compared to its neighbors Bhutan (30th), 

Bangladesh (145th), Myanmar (156th), China (100th), Nepal (126th), Pakistan (126th) and Sri Lanka (85th). This is the second least corruption rank for India in the whole of South Asia.In 2013, India was ranked 

94th out of 175 countries.In 2016, India was ranked 76th out of 168 countries in Transparency International's Corruption Perceptions Index 

https://bitcoin.org/en/vocabulary#private-key
https://bitcoin.org/en/vocabulary#signature
https://bitcoin.org/en/vocabulary#mining
http://www.financialexpress.com/tag/rbi/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corruption_Perceptions_Index
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Black money in Indian elections: According to reported studies, the 2014 general election was the most expensive election in Indian history,reportedly  with a massive Rs. 30,000 crores  spent by the government, 

political parties and candidates. As numerous loopholes and lack of transparency mar the current election finance system in India, candidates and parties are able to raise and spend money without making any 

declarations as to the sources. There is a need to take comprehensive steps and corroborate financial information received for both parties and candidates from various sources, in order to ensure transparency and 

accountability in raising and spending money, says a report .It is evident that the current regulatory mechanisms are not enough to put a check on the growing influence of black money in elections. There is a need to 

take comprehensive steps and corroborate financial information received for both parties and candidates from various sources. In one of the steps taken by the Commission, it has made it mandatory for all 

candidates to list their movable and immovable assets in the affidavits submitted to the Commission. Even though the candidates declare their assets, the legitimacy of the declarations has always been under the 

scanner with no provision for information for sources of income and massive underreporting and undervaluing of assets being commonplace. 

Reportedly the menace of black money cannot be curbed by the limited initiatives of the ECI alone. It is important that a detailed analysis is done on how the provisions of RPA can be made more harmonious with 

the other financial rules and regulations. This would include looking at the IT Act, the Wealth Tax Act, the Companies Act, the Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA), the Prevention of Money Laundering 

Act, Banking Regulations Act, and Cooperative Society laws and audit standards, so that hidden and illegal funds of parties and candidates can be tracked.Certain vulnerable sectors of Indian economy are more 

prone to underground economy and black money than others. These sectors need systematic reforms. As example, the report offers gold trading, which was one of the major sources of black money generation and 

even crime prior to the reforms induced in that sector. While gold inflows into India have remained high after reforms, gold smuggling is no longer the menace as it used to be. Similar effective reforms of other 

vulnerable sectors like real estate, the report suggests can yield a significant dividend in the form of reducing generation of black money in the long term.The real estate sector in India constitutes about 11 per cent of 

its GDP. Investment in property is a common means of parking unaccounted money and a large number of transactions in real estate are not reported or are under-reported. This is mainly on account of very high 

levels of property transaction taxes, commonly in the form of stamp duty. High transaction taxes in property are one of the biggest impediments to the development of an efficient property market. Real estate 

transactions also involve complicated compliance and high transactions costs in terms of search, advertising, commissions, registration, and contingent costs related to title disputes and litigation. People of India find 

it easier to deal with real estate transactions and opaque paperwork by paying bribes and through cash payments and under-declaration of value. Unless the real estate transaction process and tax structure is 

simplified, the report suggests this source of black money will be difficult to prevent. Old and complicated laws such as the Urban Land Ceiling Regulation Act and Rent Control Act need to be repealed, property 

value limits and high tax rates eliminated, while Property Title Certification system dramatically simplified.Other sectors of Indian economy needing reform, as identified by the report, include equity trading 

market, mining permits, bullion and non-profit organisations.The report suggests that non-tariff barriers to economic activity such as permits and licences, long delays in getting approvals from government agencies 

are an incentive to proceed with underground economy and hide black money. When one can not obtain a licence to undertake a legitimate activity, the transaction costs approach infinity, and create insurmountable 

incentives for unreported and unaccounted activities that will inevitably generate black money. The successive waves of economic liberalisation in India since the 1990s have encouraged compliance and taxes 

collected by the government of India have dramatically increased over this period. The process of economic liberalisation must be relentlessly continued to further remove underground economy and black money, 

suggests the report 

Modi Calls For Action Against Those Facing Repeated Public Complaints :In a stern message to government officials re fusing to mend their ways de spite repeated complaints Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 

Wednesday asked secretaries to assess the performance of such employees and recommend action, inclu ding dismissal and slashing their pension .Group A and B officers can be penalised provided they entered 

service before turning 35 and have attained the age of 50 at the time of the penal action. Under pension rules, any government servant can be dismissed after he completes 30 years of service The Prime Minister also 

asked all central government departments, which have to extensively deal with the public, to set up a grievance monitoring mechanism.His warning came as he re viewed grievances relating to the excise and customs 

department during his monthly interaction with central government secretaries and chief secretaries of states through Pro-Active Governance And Timely Implementation (PRAGATI), a web-based interface, 

sources said. Though he (the PM) specifically asked the excise and customs department to identify and take action against such officials, he said the message is for all secretaries and chief secretaries. 

Reportedly Business guru C K Prahalad had estimated that India lost at least $50 billion worth of investments annually because of corruption. This is because corruption made investors change their mind in 

investing in the country. It is well established that lower the corruption like in Singapore, higher and faster is the economic development. India is not the only country which has high rate of corruption, the problem 

is there in other emerging economies as well but the type of corruption that exists in India afflicts day to day activity more and perhaps drastically slows down bureaucratic decisions leading to huge time and cost 

overruns in projects.The root cause of corruption in this country is that too many people are chasing too few things, so without progress and honesty among politicians and business cutting across all parties, 

corruption will remain. Complicated laws too add to the problem as it leads to discretionary powers with politicians and bureaucracy, a breeding ground for corruption. Government should also attempt cleaning up 

of laws including that of taxes, make government procurement transparent and impart moral education to all so that in the long term, India becomes corruption free. 

 

            

 

 

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years 

in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you. 

We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies. 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 
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